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Very good RPG game. If you like the old fallouts and medieval fantastic universe, you should love this game.. A punishing
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game for those not indoctrinated on the misery of old-school roleplaying games. With every skill and attribute deriving a half-
dozen statistics, some careful planning is needed to survive the opening game, and that strategy will need to be tweaked the
entire time to survive into the late game. Unfortunately, not all skills being equal, this leads to a fairly narrow band of effective
strategies. Does not reward player creativity, despite its apparent depth of customization.. Old but gold.. A decent top down
RPG. My only gripe is a game from 2007 being locked to 800x600. It's hard to see that tiny window.. Oldschool RPG with the
amnesia and restore-the-kingdom plot you've come to expect. Very functional, if a bit hard in places. I'll admit I save-scummed
treasure chests since loot is random. The game manual / help doesn't really educate you very well on how skills work. Almost a
little rouge-like in difficulty, esp. early game when you have no healing potions and dont know how to make them much less
make actual money. Self-buff magic is really the best choice for spell casting as attack spells scale up in mana costs too much
but are necessary for melee-penalizing foes. The game graphics are pleasing enough, and the music is enjoyable and makes for
especially good settings in a few places. Text dialogue and area descriptions are very rich as well, which definately helps. $15 is
about right in price I suppose, but getting on sale is nice. This isn't a modern-day RPG and the difficulty and lack of
transparency in the game system shows that pretty well. Not for the RPG dabbler. EDIT: I have changed my review from Yes to
No on the premise that it obfuscates its mechanics too much and and is legitimately unpleasantly difficult in the beginning of the
game because of it where mis-progression and lack of information can cause major problems. For example, the shield use skill
gives no benefit beyond the first point (which removes an unskilled use penalty), yet the skill can have many points dumped into
it like every other skill which gives a scaling benefit. This should absolutely NEVER happen in a game.. In spite of what it tries
to say, it is not an old-school RPG, and it is the furthest thing from fun. A dumbed-down grindfest in a vaguely Roguelike style
that relies upon forcing players to min-max in order to be "hard". Every monster is essentially the same melee brute AI, and
every fight the same repeated ad infinitum. The barrels in town are more likely to randomly have plate mail armor than the chest
behind the traps in the last dungeon you completed, and low-level goblins drop better stuff than high-level minotaurs, because
treasure is rubber-banded, but enemies, bizarrely, are not. I cannot recommend this game for anyone - there are simply too
many other good RPGs out there. Go play Avernum or Avadon or one of those actual old-school games getting updated and re-
released over Steam, instead. Those had clever and subtle systems. This game mimics without understanding what made the
classics classic.. Poison. Traps. Disease. Unopenable doors. Unopenable chests. Unopenable barrels! Monsters you have to kite
around. Resting constantly to recover health. Taking damage from hitting a barrel with an axe! Merchants in a remote village
who somehow have nothing you can afford, like the only car dealer in town is Rolls Royce. All of this only comes after
unending, boring travel . Yes Eschalon is an old-school RPG . with all the boredom and frustration that came with those games..
I bought the trilogy of this at 50% off and I'm still playing the first FREE episode after more than 14 hours. Totally engrossing,
it has blown me away. Yes the graphics are dog turd but the gameplay and story progression together with the large open world
put the majority of more modern RPGs to shame. Also the difficulty and balancing are spot on and I am told by reliable sources
that Eschalon only gets better with each chapter. AAA developers could learn a lot from this. Highly recommended.
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